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ALEXIE NAVALNY> THE [ DS] CIA/MI6 ASSET THAT WAS INTENTIONALLY
PLACED IN OPERATIONS TO BECOME PRESIDENT OF RUSSIA .  < ��
FAILED OPERATIONS///

Here's the TRUTH ;
_NAVALNY was contacted by/ CIA+Mi6 informants in Russia in early
2000s inside the CIA operations that was starting  a colour revolution [
COUP] against Putin using college students.
( The CIA was well aware white hats as Admiral Rodgers and several
Generals and colonials were all well aware that 911 was an inside JOB of
the CIA/DARPA/ [ ds] U.S. MIL. with Elites to initiate the Patriot act (
spying programs on U.S. citizen> U.S. military commanders to track
down white hats who were against the deep state) ..  They also knew
the 911 attack was to steal and hide trillions of U.S. tax dollars inside
Pentagon Operations ……  And white hats generals as Wesley Clark all
knew the 911 attack was the initiation plans and false flag event to start
deep state plans to create wars in middle east and go after the oil and
over throwing non compliant nations as Iran. Libya and 3 other
countries in the region..
>
>The deep state Rockefellers CIA + [ ds] military were all aware that
there was an WHITE HATS ALLIANCE HAPPENING WITH RUSSIA, CHINA
AND EU….  And the deep state knew the Putin was destroying CIA/mi6
/mossad operations in Russia in 2002 and Putin was taking all the
money from the operations and doing military sweeps through Russia.
_
_The CABAL/CIA initiated plans to over throw Putin and start the colour
revolution COUP.
>Navalny was contacted through CIA student operations and Vetted (
the CIA Had found their guy….  a normal street person fighting for
revolution ) and in time Navalny was brought to the United States to
Yale University where CIA secret training programs took place.  .it was
here that the CIA decided on operations to place NAVALNY as the future

president of Russia.
( President Dmitry Medvedev who was placed by Putin eventually
wanted to stay in power //// Medvedev silently worked with CIA idea/
handlers and gave full media coverage to Navalny to discred Putin) and
tried a COUP ATTEMPT//////
_
_The COUP attempt failed and Putin regained control in 2012

>NAVALNY in 2013 was indicated for embezzlement money from a state
owned timber firm and swindling millions to his friend who sold the
wood from the timber firm and Navalny paid kick backs to the governor
and oligarchs ( CIA assets)
Together with Petr Ofitserov, owner of Vyatka Logging Company (VLC),
Navalny stole over 10,000 cubic metres of timber  from the state
enterprise Kirovles in 2009, while he was adviser to the liberal governor
of the Kirov Region, Nikita Belykh.  VLC was supposed to have bought
timber for less than the market price and Navalny apparently helped tie
up the unprofitable contract.  Navalny and Ofitserov were accused of
misappropriation of state funds and embezzlement under Article 160 of
the Russian Federation Criminal Code.
( This was Putins way of arresting Navalny and didn't want the public to
know Navalny was a CIA spy and was being placed for a presidential
future….  Arresting Navalny gave Putin time to see who the traitors
were in his government working with another COUP attempt)
>After serving time in prison Navalny was freeded and allowed to leave
Russia to Germany ( the fake poisoning report was pushed by CIA
mockingbird media and several doctors confirmed no poison was
found..  But the true story was covered up)

_soon after the CIA Created documentaries for Navalny ( made within
weeks , all pick up shots and editing and special effects and music
scores and shooting on locations ….
> No Hollywood team is this week endowed to make such a
documentary in weeks…
THE REAL TRUTH, THE DOCUMENTARY WERE CREATED BY CIA AND
GIVEN TO NAVALNY …..
>And a great push by CIA MOCKINGBIRD OPERATIONS PUSHED THE >
NAVALNY DOCUMENTARY OF HIS LIFE///.  > and plans were made for
Navalny to return to Russia and be arrested again.. .
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The CIA promised him a military COUP would take place in early 2023 in
Russia under the agreement of  MI6/cia triple agent PRIGHOZHIN  >
WAGNER GROUP LEADER ( this failed military COUP was a fake attempt
by PRIGHOZIN , who was working with Putin behind the scenes and
giving Intel on CIA COUP OPERATORs inside of Russia)

The CIA plan to place Alexie Navalny as the next president of Russia for
2024 HAS FAILED MISERABLY.  ..  In the end Navalny only had 2-5%
support of the Russian people.  Just in the western CIA Mockingbird
News , Navalny was hailed as a great hero.
( This narration was all pushed so Navalny would hopefully be pushed
into the Presidential Russian position)

The failure of the CIA operations colour revolution coup attempt and
panic of that Navalny was going to flip to Pro-Putin and be a
Whistleblower led to Nevelnys murder.
*CIA inside job.  They can reach almost any person in prison in Europe
through handlers and assets through Mafia connections.
(their are many in the intelligence community that say his own lawyer
poisoned him 48 hours before hand and brought the medicine to him
direct in the behalf of the CIA)
__
If Putin wanted to kill Navalny, Putin had 22 years to do so and on
hundreds of occasions with professional and military assassins.
Why didn't Putin ever kill him?

Was Navalny playing a triple agent?
___
*(Side note to the readers)
_I'm not a Putin apologist.
I'm just giving the the real BEHIND THE SCENES OPERATIONS THAT
INCLUDE SEVERAL COUNTRIES AND TOP LEADERS CONNECTED TO A
WORLD WIDE MILITARY OPERATION TO BRING THE DOWN THE DEEP
STATE
____
WWG1WGA
Buckle up butter cups.
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DEEP STATE W/Globalist+CCP initiate >BETA _CYBER-ATTACKS on the
U.S.
____
A real Solar flare does not only specifically target AT&T network (if it
was a real solar flare blacking out cell network, it would also effect 100s
of different corporations and SATs, including space x)

Here's what's really happening
�
WIRES>]; U.S. CIA+MI6 NATO DAVOS GLOBALIST + [ DS] MILITARY+[ ds]
Intel
Have long had plans to attack China.
_The Ukraine Russian war was just the gates to attack China.

>RIGHT NOW_Military Alliance are briefing several different powerful
nations and there commands and military of the CIA/Rockefeller
/Rothschild+mi6+NATO +DAVOS +GLOBALIST+ETC+ military operations
to go after > _CHINA ( the CCP are part of the cia/Rockerllers +
+operations to over throw the Chinese WHITE HATS ALLIANCE WITH
PUTIN. MODI, BIN SALAM+ TRUMP + EU WHITE HATS MILITARY
ALLIANCE)

_I have been telling you for awhile now that inside of China a Military
civil war is about erupt ( COUP VS. COUP) as XI is trying to COLLAPSE
the CCP
> The past 10 years the CIA ( Rockerfellers/ Rothschilds+)spy ring and
CIA control over large parts of the CCP/China has been destroyed by XI
.( Even New York Times reported this back in 2017 when Trump was
elected that CHINA CRIPPLED U.S. SPYING OPERATIONS & KILLED THE
CIA AGENTS….
////..  To this day Thousands of CIA and U.S. state department and Mi6 ,
Mossad spys have all been killed in China under XI)

CURRENTLY> GERMAN GENERAL HARALD KUJAT , once CHAIRMAN OF
NATO AND COMMANDS and CHIEF OF STAFF OF THE GERMAN ARMED



FORCES Is briefing high level German commands and German leaders ,
including Greece, Turkey, Italy, France, UK SPAIN > AUSTRALIA on the
NATO CORRUPTION GOING ON.
_in General Harald Kujat's Briefings He is  descriping and giving full
INTEL and receipts on CIA, MI 6 , CORRUPTION NATO (ALLIANCE
LEADERS AND MILITARY) and their TRUE PLANS to attack Russia and the
plans long slated to attack China ( these operations have already
begun)
_General Kujat privatly backed by German high commanders and U.S.
Cheyenne mountain operations ALLIANCE and EU whites hats ALLIANCE
hours is going into detail of how money Lauderimg network through
military weapons and military industrial networks is running operations
and how they initiated their plans to attack China through Taiwan proxy
wars and Russia wars.
_The past 2 months General Kujat has been giving open pubic lectures
on the whole NATO CORRUPTION AND DEEP STATE PLANS…(but now he
is briefing several European military and leaders on what's really
happening….  That U S. Is using NATO countries to state a full war
against Russia and CHINA)
_
_
>There is major panic in the EU as military commands are getting ready
to go against the deep state systems in an open coup
( THE STORM) operations
_WIRES>]; The Great Awakening is hitting the European military
commands who were once neutral on deep state affairs ( they now
understand much more the Globalist CIA MI 6 / swiss DAVOS
ELITES++powers running their countries and their [ ds]  military .
_Major panic in NATO as Turkey plans to leave NATO SOON and join
BRICS
( Turkey is NATOS biggest military force…
That is soon coming to an end,,<)
____
Now_you should understand why JFK .  TRUMP.  PUTIN XI MODI BIN
SALAM ALL HATE THE CIA AND WHO CONTROLS THEM
_
_
During the cold war in Russia the CIA MI6 Mossad>
Rockefeller/Rothchilds took advantage of the devastation and created a
massive money laundering operations through the country and created
massive corruption Systems through the country.

.  When Putin came into power, he first pretended to be a U.S. friend
and restructured the financial institutions and injected Russia with
money and rebuilt the systems and gain the love of his country…  Only
till after then he went directly after the CIA Globalist operations (
banks.  Russia msm.  politicians , colour revolution movements etc) in
his country and absorbed their money.
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BEHIND THE SCENES>]; BACK CHANNELS
U.S. MILITARY WAS WORKING WITH RUSSIA INTELLIGENCE AND
CREATING A POWERFUL ALLIANCE TO TAKE DOWN THE
CIA+ETC+ELITES GLOBALIST OPS ….  These operations soon became
know as THE STORM<
_
_NOW PANIC IN THE CCP ( COMMUNIST) is happening as XI KEEPS
MOVING FORWARD OPERATIONS TO END THE CCP and break apart the
China into separate United Territories.  The CCP is working with
Globalist.  CIA.  Mi6 Rockefellers, this why XI KILLED ALL THE U.S. SPYS
and broke apart the spy ring operations that was working with CCP.
(> It's not coincidence that XI started killing and ending the CIA
Rockefeller+ operations in his country a few weeks after TRUMP
BECAME PRESIDENT……  Its not coincidence that XI came to meet MUSK
( Chief commander in USSF placed by Trump + Cheyenne mnt.)
_
The white hats alliance long ago knew the CABAL/ DEEP STATE/
GLOBALISTwanted to invade China and create War with Russia to take
over the GDP and power of their country and resources, that's why they
wanted to created a full global controlled power system called NEW
WORLD ORDER
( ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT)

>Now major panic with Globalist happening with CCP weakned power
structure collapsing and [ THEY] INITIATE a first
> Test> BETA TEST> CYBER ATTACK against the U S.
___
Safety measures in place after the biggest Cyber-Attacks to take place
in 2024 world history……..  But this all needs to happen.



I have been telling you for a long time friends and Patriots to prepare for
the 10 days of darkness and military protocols to be initiated after and
everything is going to lead to Military Tribunals Tribulations in almost
every major country ( this is the celebration that TRUMP is giving
COMMS on for 2025 one year Celebration)
_
It had to be this way.

Military is the only way.
____
�����
BACK CHANNELS ARE IMPORTANT


